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Let f/I,,: be a sequence of partitions of [ I. I]. 
fl,, : --I .< ,y(y’) .y\“’ ..’ _._ ,y;;’ =: 1. 
Let {S,fj be the sequence of cubic sp/im~ it?terpolants associated with :Il,,: 
and a function ,f‘ defined on [ I. I]. Then SJ is cubic in each interval 
[.xjiL), xl’s\], SJ belongs to C*[ -- 1. I]. S,, f(.~-t”)) :-= J(xi))J), ; = O.... II. and 
(S,J)’ ( ---I) -7 (S,,f)’ (I) --m 0. In [7] one of us established that if,f’E C[--I. I]. 
(1) 
and 
(3) 
for all 17. where /I!~~) = xJ”l 3 xi’:: . then 
where w(f; 6,) is the modulus of continuity off and 6,, :- max, /I:“’ is the 
mesh gauge. Consequently, S,,l‘ + f uniformly on [ -- 1, I], if 6, --+ 0. For 
other such convergence results see [2. 3. 5. 8. 91. 
In this paper we investigate the behavior of {S,,f}~-l if ,f’ has a jump dis- 
continuity at x =: 0. We establish (Theorem 1) pointwise convergence of 
S,f(x) to f(x) if 6, ---f 0, for all points .Y .; 0. Golomb [5, Theorem 51 has 
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established &-convergence of SJ’to,/‘under stronger conditions on,f’and for 
uniform meshes {U7,) only. See also Swartz and Varga [IO]. 
We also show (Theorem 2) uniform convergence on [ ~ I, I] of S,, f  if.f’ has 
a finite number of jump discontinuities. Both Theorems I and 2 present 
explicit error bounds as well as asymptotic behavior. 
2. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
First some notation. Let f  ~- [ ~~ 1, I], J :-: [ -1, --u,‘4] CJ [a/4, I], 
K ~ I - J, L [ ~ 1, a!21 u [a/2. I], where a is specified below. Let 
II \, == sup { l/(S) : .Y E Ml and w,,(u; /I) : = sup{: 11(x?) ~~ u(x,) : A~! G M 
and x0 ~ x 1 ~ c._ 17) for A4 -~ I. J. K or L. Also set K,, -= K {Oj and 
I,, IL{Oj. 
Our first result establishes that introducing a discontinuity at x 0 in the 
function does /lot destroy the pointwise convergence of {s,,f(x)i,z 1 to f(x) at 
points where 1’ is continuous. 
THEOREM 1. Let ,f’tl Cl/,,) and be boded 017 I. Choose {II,; SO as ro 
satkfj ( I) ad (2). For an arbitrar,, (hut jixeri) m(O. I) the cLthic spli77e inter- 
pola77t S,,f’satisjies 
II~herc 
k’, 6(1 P) max ‘Q- 3’ f’lK, 12-Q’ \ 
Hence ,f& all .Y _ 0, (S,, f (x)) cowerges to f(x) if 6,! + 0. 
Proof: Fix II and delete the superscripts for ease of notation. Let 
‘I = minji 1 xi ;’ --a/2], i, = maxji 1 xi aj2). 
Further, define g E C[- I, I] by 
g(.\-) =- f(.v), .Y E J, 
= .f(~-a/4) T ; (j(ai4) - f(-a/4))(x + u/4), .\‘t h. 
I f  S, g is the cubic spline interpolant of g. then from [7, Theorem 2j.l 
(3 
1 This bound was improved in the final form of [7, Theorem ?I. 
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But cc)J s: 8,) == wJ(./i 6,) and wK( g: S,!) :,, n~ax,,ih g’(,v)~ d,, ~. 
2(&,/a)! ,f(a!4) f( m&4)1. Thus 
Now consider the spline s S,, g ~~ S,,/’ which satisfies s(.Y,) 0 i,l 
X, t J: s(.Y,) ~~ g(~,) f(-Yj) for .Y. C: K and s’( I) -.\‘(I) 0. For .Y in L 
The first quantity on the right is bounded in (6) and we now proceed to 
bound the second quantity. 
s(s) = .s;- ,H,(F) -’ s,‘H,(.Y), .Y,-, .r .y, 1 (8) 
where S mu x - x,-r and where H, and H, are cubic polynomials given in 
[6, p. 2121. We will prove that there exists a constant Kr such that ~ s,’ I -:: K, 
for 1 .- i :<‘, i, and i, .-‘_ i 1 n. Then as in [7, p. 41 it will follow from (8) 
that 
If we show that K, -= 24(1 P) maxi212 Q, 3)/‘f’l,. , then (9) coupled 
with (6))(7) will establish (4). 
Towards this end, one could solve for the unknown Hermite coordinates 
{So’}::; of s(x) via the well known relationship [I]. 
As in [6], we write this system as 
MX=F (1 I) 
where X =z (sl’, So’,..., s A-,)‘. Note that [F]? =- 0 (at least) for i ~-1 i, ;- 2 and 
. ,, 1, 12- 2. if IY,~ -< a/16. 
Motivated by the method of proof in [7], we transform (1 I) so that the 
modified coefficient matrix has a bounded inverse and the slopes .F,‘, for 
i .;I i, and i i, , are bounded. 
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where M,, is (i, :- 2) .,: (i, -; 2). and M,,,, is (/I ~~ i, 1. 2) j (17 -. i, 
Further (in the notation of [4, p. ?I]). define the elementary matrice 
p, -E,;.,(-~~/II,,.,,‘~,). I i i, I. 
R, =:m E,, ,(-/i~;~.~:r,). i, - I i /I I. 
(12) 
Now (1 I ) is equivalent to 
2) 
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Let N = D.jlMCDyl = I B. Then. noting that c, 2/l, (312) /I, -I for 
I :” i . . i, .~ 2, and c, Y; ;/I~ ;- 2/1;~~~ for i, -~ 2 -,I j :.’ 11 1. we have 
“B,;, .’ max{p,‘2. i) -r: I. 
Hence ; N-l ) I c. max{2/2 Q, 3j. This. coupled with 
I F~/, --; 6(1 i P) I” g K ’ 12( I ;- f’11.f h 
yields 
D,C lX ‘1, _.. 12 max :rza. 3( (I -~ P) I;./ OK (13) 
We now show that (13) implies s,’ :-= [A’], -: K, . for i i i, + I and 
i, ~- I ’ i II - I. From [4, p. 311. 
so C-l (ptj), where, by direct calculation, pij = 0 except 
We next note that [DICmm’X]; Xi for i ; i, + 2. i, 3: hence from 
( 131, I sI+ i < K,/2 and I .s&, . ’ K,,‘2. Now, since [D,C I>(]? [C-~lX], 
for I .’ i .’ i, -1 I and i, ~~ I i 17 ~ I. we have from the form of Cm1 
that 
I)lii~ll I i .s,' -~-. - SC.1 . K,iL for I I i i, I. / “I,, 
s,’ : 
177 -‘L’ ,s;- 
lI7,, 
for i, -~ I i 17 -- I. 
Therefore 1 sI’ < K, for 1 ‘z. j -. i, -I- I and i, - I -; i . . 17 1. which 
establishes (9) and hence the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLI.ARY 1. Let ,f’he a howded,fiuwtion on [ -- I. I], I+‘it/z discontinuties 
at fi , 1 . i 111, but contimous elsewhere 017 C-1, 11. Nest, let {II,: ,sati.sf~ 
( 1) and (2). If’ a > 0 is so chosen that 
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Proqfi The proof follows that of Theorem 1, with the new definitions for 
J, K, L, and A,, . 
COROLLARY 2. jf’ fllr hpotheses of Corollary 1 are satisfied, and ,f is 
Lipschitz continuous OM [ - 1. el), (4, , fa). ({, , E,) ,..., and (t,,, , I]. rclif/T 
Lijmhitz constants 9, . respecticelll, i = I, 2,.,., 01 -! 1, then 
I(f’- S,,f)(x): 5.: [Kl -1 (5/2)9%“] 6, (16) 
for / x / >: a/2, where Y* == max{Y( } 2A,,jaj. Hence,.for x 2 e, : 
1 5: i ’ ; 112 ~-~ 1 . 
S,,f(x) converges tof(s), [f’s, 4 0. 
Proof: We first note that ,f is Lipschitz continuous on 1,) =. I - {Ej]yt, , 
with Lipschitz constant F*. The proof follows that of Theorem 1, with the 
exception of the use of 
j g - s, g 111 ’ 5 (5/2) Y”“&, , 
which was given in [7, Theorem 31. 
Our final result concerns cubic spline approximation of continuous func- 
tions possessing continuous derivatives at all but a finite number of points. 
THEOREM 2. Let ,ft C[--I, I],f’ E C(I”), where 1, = [-I, l] .- {fjj)yLl. 
Let f’ be bounded on I,, . Let (n,) be an arbitrary sequence ofpartitions sf 
S,,,f’ / , ,; .f ’ /,, ()I, (17) 
Proof. The Mean Value Theorem applies tcj each interval [ I. [,I. 
[Et . kj..... [c,>! _ I], and hence. if .Y, and s, belong to the same interval, e.g. 
[& . L]. then .f(x,) ~~ f(L) f’ ,,, s, .Y, 
Also if_. say, s, E [c, . 5.J and .Y.! ‘m [[, . {;,I. then 
li.Y] 1 li.Y,)i .f’ I,(, j .\-, (2 f / \ : I ’ I,, -1-1 .\‘., 
Hence J is Lipschitz on [ I. I] with LipschitL constant / ’ ,,, 
Hut frl>m [7. Theorem 31. \ve have ( 17). 
I il e\wnce, ‘Theorem 2. states that the order 01‘ c~>nvergence 01‘ ;t bequencc of 
cubic hpline interpolants to a function,f’is unchanged if the condition “i C’” 
i\ rcpiai~i b!, ” /’ is picceu’ tse continuou4) difl-rentiable.” 
In l!i:: spirit of the abole discussion. 3 close look at the proot‘~ QI’ 
13. ‘l‘he<>rcm I ] and [6. Theorem I J indiatea Gmilar rehttlts when f cm C”’ I[/]. 
:rnd \: i?ci! j ““I is picceuisc contittuous. /!I 2. -3. or 3. To be more specitic. 
rcl2tiot; 17) 01‘ [6] remains valid if f’: i“ in each open inlcrkal (.I-, . s, I): 
‘la:\lor’- !‘ormul;t with t-cmaittder still applia. I-hi, c;:t~ be guaranteed simpl!, 
bq requiring all point5 of di5continuilj, Of‘/ ‘I’ it: ix msli point\ of e;icii r/, 
A >imil;tr modification or the proof in [3] !  ields: 
3. EXAMPLLS 
We include two examples to illustrate the convergence results. The lirst ib 
an example of spline approximation of a function with a discontinuity at the 
origin. and the second of a function with ;I discontinuity in slope at the origin. 
2 Since I” ib defined at the endpoints, S,,,/ is chosen so that (S,,/‘)‘(.v,) /(x,), i ~- 0, II. 
See Esamplcs I and 3. 
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EXAMPLE I. f(s) -~~ x2 4 I, - I ’ s 0. and f(x) .v. 0 . .Y 1. 
with 6, 7: 1:4, 6, : I ;8, and &, == 1116. See Figures 1. 2. and 3. recpectivel\,. 
EXAMPLE 2. f(s) .Y , - 1 :, .Y 1. with 6, I 4. 6, I ‘8. and 
f:, 1: 16. See Figures 4. 5. and 6, respectively. 
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